We illustrate the utility of the ''mean-field'' rate equation treatment of nucleation and growth with critical size i≥1 for both isotropic and strongly anisotropic diffusion. Some comparison is made of rate equation predictions for mean densities and size distributions of stable islands with predictions from ''exact'' simulations for the low coverage precoalescence regime. We also consider island separation distributions, depletion effects, and associated splitting of kinematic diffraction profiles. We necessarily treat other issues via simulations. These include analysis of (i) transitions in island shape from compact to dendritic, as observed for Pt/Pt(111), and extraction of associated edge diffusion barriers; and (ii) adlayer percolation, which sometimes mediates the population of higher layers. We also briefly comment on nucleation and growth behavior in the specific systems M/M (100) (Received 30 September 1993; accepted 14 January 1994) We illustrate the utility of the "mean-field" rate equation treatment of nucleation and growth with critical size i;;;>l for both isotropic and strongly anisotropic diffusion. Some comparison is made of rate equation predictions for mean densities and size distributions of stable islands with predictions from "exact" simulations for the low coverage precoalescence regime. We also consider island separation distributions, depletion effects, and associated splitting of kinematic diffraction profiles. We necessarily treat other issues via simulations. These include analysis of (i) transitions in island shape from compact to dendritic, as observed for Pt/Pt(lll), and extraction of associated edge diffusion barriers; and (ii) adlayer percolation, which sometimes mediates the population of higher layers. We also briefly comment on nucleation and growth behavior in the specific systems Ml M(lOO) with M=Fe, Pd, Au, Cu, Ni, and Ag.
I. INTRODUCTION
Epitaxial deposition processes often involve the nucleation and growth of islands of adatoms, possibly followed by coarsening (Ostwald ripening). Here we consider only the former nucleation and growth process. Traditional "meanfield" rate equation treatments 1 -3 have been successful in determining the dependence of the density N x of stable islands or clusters on time t or coverage 8 [in monolayers (ML)], and on surface temperature T, despite the neglect of correlations i.n the island distribution. These equations can be extended to predict the full distribution N s of densities for islands of size s, although with questionable reliability when island coalescence occurs. 4 Some information on spatial correlations, specifically the island separation distribution, has been extracted via diffusion equation treatments. 1 • 5 However, this treatment is also questionable when island coalescence occurs. 4 Here we emphasize the utility of Monte Carlo simulation studies which circumvent the above limitations of mean-field theories, 4 · 6 -9 and which allow analysis of other key properties. The latter include (i) the two-point spatial pair correlations, and their Fourier transform which yields the kinematic diffraction profile observed via surfacesensitive diffraction; 10 • 11 (ii.) nonequilibrium island "growth shapes"; and (iii) island coalescence viewed as a correlated percolation problem. 4 ' 12 ' 13 Models of nucleation and growth include the following: (a) Assume a sharply defined critical size "i" exists (which depends on T) such that islands or clusters for size s>i are stable and never dissociate. 1 -3 Traditionally quasiequilibrium is assumed for clusters of size s:;;; i. Then the scaling of Nx with the deposition flux R determines i, and the variation of N x with T provides information on key energies. 1 -3 While reasonable for some systems (cf. Sec. VI), this picture may fail for others, e.g., if there are magic island sizes. 14 (b) Assume the activation energy for adatom hopping has the form Eaci=Ed+nEb, where n is the number of neighboring atoms before hopping. Despite apparently being useful for semiconductor systems, 15 this "bond model" is inadequate for metals. For fcc(lOO) and bcc(lOO) homoepitaxy, E &;t , to dissociate a dimer via a diagonal nearest neighbor is sometimes closer to Ed than Ed+ Eb (see Ref. 16) . Also Eact for single adatom diffusion along the edge of a square island is often less, not greater, than Ed . This is apparent in the propensity to form square islands seen in scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) images for Fe (Ref. 17) , Ni (Ref. 18) , and Ag (Ref. 19) , and from embedded atom method (EAM) studies for Ag (Refs. 20, 21) and Ni (Ref. 22) .
(c) Determine Eact from an accurate many-body electronic structure theory. 20 Given the uncertainty in current estimates of key barriers for diffusion and island dissociation, here we typically adopt model (a).
A general rate equation treatment is developed in Sec. II, recovering old results for isotropic diffusion, and obtaining new results for strongly anisotropic diffusion. In Sec. III, we present results for the full island size distribution in the low coverage regime from simulations which suppress island structure for i = 1 and i = 2, and compare these with rate equation predictions. Island separation distributions and associated splitting of the diffraction profile are also presented. Results for i =2 are new. Island structure is discussed in Sec. IV, and a transition between dendritic and compact "growth" shapes, observed for Pt/Pt(ll 1), is analyzed in detail. Island coalescence and percolation is discussed in Sec. V. Behavior in some specific MJM(lOO) systems is outlined in Sec. VI. Some topical issues, including transient mobility and multilayer growth, are discussed in Sec. VII.
II. NUCLEATION THEORY FOR ISOTROPIC AND STRONGLY ANISOTROPIC DIFFUSION: RATE EQUATION TREATMENT
Here we present a modified version of the traditional derivation of rate equations, for general critical size i, which allows unified treatment of both isotropic and anisotropic diffusion. We assume that stable islands are immobile. Let N 5 denote the density (per adsorption site) of clusters or islands of s adatoms. Then N 1 is the density of isolated adatoms, Nx= "'i.s>iNs the density of stable clusters, and Ny= 2.s,,. 1 Ns the total density of adatoms and clusters. Let re denote the typical time for collision of an isolated adatom with any other adatom or a cluster. Finally, let Fa denote the fraction of adatom collisions with critical (for a=i) and stable (for a= x) clusters.
The nucleation rate dNxf dt, i.e., the rate at which adatoms collide with critical clusters, thus equals F;N 1 / Tc. The rate dN 1 /dt includes a gain term, R(l-fl), due to deposition on the substrate, and a loss term, FxN 1 1Tc, due to collision and irreversible aggregation with stable clusters. There are also gain terms due to dissociation of clusters of size 2 to i, and loss terms due to aggregation with clusters of size l to i.
However, assuming a quasiequilibrium for clusters of size 1 ~ s ~ i, these terms cancel except for a net loss of adatoms at rate (i + 1 )dNxf dt due to nucleation. Thus we obtain the
Consider first the closure of (1) in the low coverage regime, O=Rt~l. where island extent has negligible effect Here Tc equals the time for an adatom to scan O(l!Nr) sites, l/N r being the average number of sites associated with each isolated ad.atom or cluster. From random walk theory, 23 if h denotes the hop rate for isolated adatoms in any direction, then Tc"""-ln(1TNr)1(7ThNr)-ll(hNr) for isotropic diffusion, and rc-1Tl(8hN}) for strongly anisotropic diffusion (for Nr~l). The latter is relevant for epitaxy on fcc(llO) surfaces and, perhaps, on reconstructed fcc(lOO) surfaces of Pt, Au, and Ir. We shall set h=mv·exp [-Ei(kBT) ] , where m denotes the number of hopping directions, v the vibrational prefactor, and Ed>O the activation energy. Then to close the above rate equations we need only to make the approximations F """ N j NT, N r""' N 1 + N x and to invoke the
where Ei>O is the binding energy for critical clusters.
For higher coverages, some modification of the above treatment is required, 1 even if one neglects island coalescence. The Walton relation is replaced by Nx=exp(-E;l(k 8 T)JNL where Na=Na/(1-0) denote effective densities on the uncovered surface. Fi should be reduced from N;IN 1 ., and Fx increased from N)Nr, since the large stable clusters will be more effective in capturing diffusing adatoms. The correction should be smaller for anisotropic diffusion, and will depend on whether the stable islands are compact or dendritic. Tc should also be reduced, since adatoms now only scan a fraction (1 -6) of the substrate. A reduction factor might be chosen as (1-fl)"', with <p= l for ~ 1 (but perhaps q;=2 for square islands at higher 8, where adatoms scan small regions of the "narrow slits" between islands before aggregation 
and {(hi R) 2 exp[E/(k 8 T) )}-ll(i+SJ for strongly anisotropic diffusion with N 1~N x and N 1 "'PNx, respectively (cf. Ref. 6 ). This is followed by a "steady-state regime" where the gain in N 1 due to deposition is roughly balanced by the loss primarily due to aggregation with stable clusters (for large h/R), so R(I -0)=FxN 1 /rc. In the steady-state regime, for isotropic diffusion, one recovers the standard result
where x= il(i+2),
for high T or low R. In contrast, for strongly anisotropic diffusion, one obtains
where x=i/(i+4) for N1"'PNX.
These results (3) s Is av is smooth for typical (nonasymptotic) s av, and dependent on E / (kB T) . It is difficult to develop accurate rate equations for higher coverages where island extent and coalescence are significant.
However, it is clear that the scaling functions fi have an additional explicit 8 dependence. 4 Finally we mention a general scaling theory of Blackman and Wilding 26 (BW) for just the time dependence of the island size distribution for isotropic diffusion. Ignoring the (1 -8)-type factors mentioned above, but assuming that the rate at which islands of size s capture diffusing adatoms varies as sP, and defining a dimensionless time t=t (Rh) 112 , they propose that (implicitly for fixed h/R or 1)
N 8~s -¢·g(s!tz) for s>i and large t.
Since L 8 sN 5 = 8rx.f, one trivially obtains from Eq. (5) the scaling relation z(2-c,b)= 1. BW also obtain the nontrivial
and a more detailed analysis shows that 
atfixed h/R or T. Thus one must have g(x)~x'P as x--+0, to recover the behavior f(O)>O noted above.
Here we note that for i> I, Eq. (5) 
Ill. LOW COVERAGE PRECOALESCENCE REGIME: SIMULATION STUDIES WITH SUPPRESSED ISLAND STRUCTURE
For low coverages, e~l. the finite extent and structure of stable (compact) islands should not significantly affect the form of the distribution N s • Recall that random walks in one and two dimensions are space filling so the probability of capture of an adatom depends only weakly on island size. Hence we argue that nucleation and growth behavior for 8~ I can be captured by simulations which suppress island structure. Table I . These agree well with rate equation predictions. Figure 1 shows the fJ dependence of Nx and N 1 , together with the scaling in hi R, for isotropic diffusion, and for i = l and i = 2. Rate equation predictions of the corresponding behavior of Nx and N 1 agree very closely with simulation results (for both isotropic and strongly anisotropic diffusion). Scaled plots for the full size distribution for 8=0.1 are shown in Fig. 2 . Comparing i = 2 with i =I, the size distribution is sharper around s av, and the intercept at sf s av~ l is lower (as predicted also by the rate equations).
The rate equations seem accurate except for i = 2 with isotropic diffusion, where N 1 has the highest value. We emphasize that precise scaling is only expected in the regime of large Sav (or h!R). The imperfect collapse in Fig. 2 indicates that we have not reached the asymptotic regime. We note also that in general one finds a more perfect collapse of data for different 8 in the precoalescence regime, More extensive rate equation results for Ns with i~6 are presented in Fig. 3 
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/s, R=l ML/ min, and T=600 K, with nonzero E/Eh=0,1,2,4,5,7, for i=l-6, where Eb=0.3 eV is the associated "bond energy." Note that the intercept at sis av=O decreases monotonically as i increases, for both isotropic and strongly anisotropic diffusion.
One can also consider the island pair separation distribution Nx(r), which gives the (rotationally averaged) probability of finding a stable island a distance r from another stable island. Clearly Nx(r)--> Nx, as r-+oo, but Nx(r) is depleted for separations small compared to the average separation between stable islands, r av= N;
112 . This is because stable islands act as perfect sinks for diffusing adatoms, depleting N 1 1 Q-3. Figure 4 shows that the depletion effect is enhar1ced as i increases from 1 to 2 in agreement with diffusion equation predictions. 1 • 5 We have shown previously that this depletion leads to a ring structure or "splitting" in 
IV. ISLAND STRUCTURE: EQUILIBRIUM AND GROWTH SHAPES; DENDRITES
The degree of equilibration of the structure of stable islands depends on the characteristic time scale for island restructuring processes Te relative to the time between successive aggregation events Ta. One can write Ta= l/ I, where I= RI N x is the aggregation rate of adatoms with an island in the steady-state regime. Diffusion of atoms along the perimeter of islands is expected to be important in island restructuring. 27 -3 o If edge diffusion is the rate-determining step, then T, corresponds to the time to scan the island perimeter so, from the properties of one-dimensional random walks, one has re-L 2 /he, where L is the linear island size and he is a typical hop rate for single edge adatoms. Another possibility is that shape equilibration is controlled by twodimensional evaporation/condensation processes.
•
32 This is presumably true at higher temperatures where the above formulation of a sharp critical size may be less useful. Here we mainly consider lower temperatures where edge diffusion is the key process.
STM studies of nucleation and growth on (100) faces of fee Ni, 18 fee Ag, 19 and bee Fe (Ref. 17) reveal characteristically square islands, the expected equilibrium shape. 20 • 33 We can conclude that here island restructuring is rapid compared to island growth. This is consistent with recent EAM studies which suggest that edge diffusion is enhanced relative to isolated adatom diffusion in such systems. 20 -22 In modeling these systems, it is natural to perform simulations which enforce a (near) square island structure. To date this has been done 4 only for critical size i == 1 (which applies to Fe, but apparently not to Ni or Ag, at 300 K). We should also note that compact geometrical islands might not be shape equilibrated. Triangular islands have been observed in STM studies of both Pt!Pt(lll) (Refs. hexagonal island with generally differing adatom edge diffusion rates. The edges with the slower rate tend to grow out producing triangular "growth shapes."
• 30
Henceforth we focus on the transition from triangular growth shapes to dendritic shapes that is observed with lowering temperature during deposition of Pt on Pt(ll l).
· 30
[Dendritic islands are also observed for Ag/ Ag(l 11) (Ref. low value, characteristic of a compact island. We independently determine the arm width La of fully developed dendrites.
From simulations of island growth (see Fig. 6 ), we find that Lk and La=l.7(hefl)u 2 • Using experimental values of L c or L" and J, one can thus obtain an estimate for he . In this way, we obtain, using Pt!Pt(l 11) data for various temperatures, 29 • 30 an estimate of the activation energy barrier for single adatom edge diffusion of 0.4±0.03 eV. A more detailed discussion of these analyses will be presented elsewhere. 35 
V. COALESCENCE REGIME: PERCOLATION
As e increases to the point where island coalescence becomes significant, one finds 4 dramatic changes in the form of the island size distribution Ns. Percolation theory 4 ,i 2 , 13 and comparison with droplet coalescence models 36 provide some insight into these changes. Likewise the island separation distribution Nx(r), exhibits richer stmcture 4 than the monotonic depletion as r-->O observed at low () and predicted by diffusion equations. 1 • 5 The latter might be expected if one thinks in terms of the pair correlations for a high density "fluid" of islands. Despite these dramatic changes in N,. ru'1d N(r) with increasing (), one should not expect correspondingly dramatic changes in the two-point spatial correlations or the kinematic diffraction profile. The latter quantities are insensitive to island coalescence provided there is no major restructuring of islands upon coalescence 4 (see Sec. VII). Here we just concentrate on issues relating to percolation of the adlayer: percolation occurs when islands have linked sufficiently that such a ramified cluster of coalesced islands spans the substrate. Our interest is motivated by the recent realization that percolation may mediate population of higher layers. 28 • 37 From the general results for correlated percolation, 4 • 13 it follows that (i) the "threshold" coverage at percolation (}= 8P will depend on model details; and (ii) these processes belong to the two-dimensional random percolation universality class (since the correlation length is finite), so, JVST A • Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films e.g., when O=BP' one expects that 4 • 12 Ns~·s· 187191 and a percolating cluster of coalesced islands with fractal dimension 91/48=1.9. Here we only elucidate the dependence of OP on the mean island size, on the separation distribution, etc.
Let us start with the case of aligned (near) square islands appropriate to epitaxy on unreconstructed fee and bee (100) faces. We first describe the variation of eP with increasing temperature, i.e., as the precoalescencc density of islands decreases so their size (at fixed B) increases. At T=O, there is no islanding and ()P=0.59 assuming adatoms are randomly distributed. 12 • 13 As T increases and islanding is initiated, "folk lore" suggests that percolation occurs more readily and ()P should decrease. However, for larger T and linear dimensions of precoalescence islands of many lattice spacings, the problem reduces to one of continuum percolation of aligned squares (with correlated positions). Thus ()P should reach a typically much higher continuum percolation threshold
A sequence of snapshots of simulated island growth showing the development of shape instability with increasing (decreasingj island size (temperature). Here h/l= 10 (top row) and 10 3 (bottom), and the island size increases from 100 tu !000 atoms (left to right). and ultimate increase of OP with T is found in model calculations.
• 1 3
As a benchmark, we note that for randomly distributed aligned squares of equal size, one has 38 Opc=0.668. Introducing a nonpathological distribution of sizes should not change this value much. 39 Indeed considering an "artificial" Johnson-Mehl type nucleation and growth model 40 where aligned square islands are nucleated at random positions (at constant rate) and expand with constant velocity [see Fig.  7(a) ], one expects that Opc=0.7. However, in a trne nucleation and growth model with i = 1, one instead finds that 4 erc=0.8 [see Fig. 7(b) ]. We associate this increase with the above mentioned depletion effect which produces an "effective repulsion" between islands. Since the depletion range is much longer than the typical linear island size at low 0, this produces a long range ordering of island centers which inhibits percolation. 41 For higher critical sizes, i>l, where depletion is enhanced, {)pc could be even higher.
It is natural to consider how the percolation threshold depends on the shape of the islands (which typically will be aligned in epitaxy). There are no systematic studies of this issue. Standard continuum percolation studies reveal no significant difference between thresholds for circles and squares, but there are no studies for triangles, hexagons, etc. However, we do not expect significant variation in fJpc for these convex symmetric shapes (for nucleation and growth with the same critical size i and E;) at sufficiently high T. Finally, we note that generally one would expect ramified or dendritic islands to percolate earlier. One compensating effect, however, is that the radial growth rate for such islands decreases as they approach each other, and this delays percolation. 27 • 28 • 35 As an aside, we note that for a system with rotational symmetry (both in island shapes and separation distribution&), it follows that percolation occurs at the same coverage in all directions, i.e., Ope is unique. However, if rotational symmetry is broken, as on (110) /s and R=l ML/min), in agreement with the experimental value of 6X 10-4 . A break in the slope of the Arrhenius plot for Nx is observed 17 slightly above 520 K, consistent with a sudden increase in i. The higher slope above 520 K is consistent with £ 2 =1.1 eV for i=2, E 3 =1.3 eV for i=3, £ 4 =1.3 eV for i=4, etc. We are able to discriminate between these possibilities as follows. Using v= 10 12 /s and R = 1 ML/min, we obtain rate equation predictions of Nx=5X 10-4 , 4X 10-5 , and 3X 10-6 for i=2,3,4 at 625 K. Comparing with the experimental value of Nx=7X 10-5 , we conclude that probably i =3, i.e., there is a "jump" from i=l (stable dimers) to i=3 (stable tetramers) with increasing T.
B. Pd/Pd(100)
The "ring diameter" of the low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) specular beam 42 measured at 300 K with R=0.005-0.02 ML/s, when compared with simulations 4 for
5 . Assuming a prefactor of v=5X10 12 /s, one obtains Ed"""0.65 eV. This is consistent with an independent estimate of Ed from measurement of the temperature for the onset of diffusion, thus providing some support for the assumption that i = I at 300 K.
C. Au/Au(100)
Here substrate reconstruction opens the possibility that diffusion could be anisotropic. Detailed STM studies 25 STM studies at room temperature for these systems 18 • 19 reveal typically near square islands with full size distributions more sharply peaked, and with lower intercepts for s/.s·av ~ 1, than obtained in simulation studies 4 for the nucleation and growth of square islands with i = l. Given the trend for increasing i noted in Fig. 3 , one concludes that i> 1 for T=300 Kin these systems. In concluding, we emphasize that the value and T dependence of the critical size i is expected to be strongly system (and face) specific. In general, one expects that i = 1 will be realized for sufficiently low T where the dimer dissociation rate is negligible on the time scale of deposition. For fcc(ll 1) systems, Ed is typically much lower than the corresponding (100) values. If cluster dissociation energies are also lower, then i would be correspondingly higher (at fixed T). EAM studies 21 for Ag/ Ag(1l1) suggest that i = 1 only for JVST A -Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
VII. OTHER ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS
There is broad appreciation for the utility of mean-field rate equation theories of nucleation and growth 1 ~J for interpretation of experimental data, and extraction of system parameters. We have shown here that this approach can now be refined and extended using "exact" simulation analyses. In addition, it is becoming increasingly possible to compare resulting estimates of, e.g., diffusion barriers, with direct theoretical estimatcs, 47 although uncertainties in the latter are still significant. Such theoretical analyses will also be invaluable in exploring and modifying the simplifying assumptions of traditional rate equation treatments <md corresponding simulations, e.g., the specification of the critical size i. Here the need is for accurate calculation of key barriers, i.e., for dissociation of dusters (minimizing over all possible paths).
16
To conclude, we comment briefly on several other topical issues:
(i) Por Cu/Cu(l 00) epitaxy, diffraction experiments l t,
43
reveal a correlation length which decreases with T and plateaus at a "high value" of25-35 A for T<l50 K, suggesting the occurrence of significant nonthermal "transient mobility" of hot adatoms immediately following deposition. This prompts the development of nucleation theories for low T based on transient, rather than thermal mobility. Our preliminary investigations find depletion zones and split diffraction profiles, just as in the conventional theories for thermal mobility [although profile splitting does not occur for Cu/ Cu(lOO) at 0.5 ML and low 7'=80 K]. Based on theoretical analyses, 49 and other low-T expcriments, 42 • 50 transient mobility is not generally expected for metal homoepitax.y. It might be more common for deposition on Si. 51 • 52 (ii) ff there is no restructuring of islands upon coalescence, then the correlation length and consequently the kinematic diffraction profile are insensitive to coalescence and percolation. 4 However, smaller islands might be able to completely restructure upon coalescence (cf. Ref. 53 ). This effect would be more prevalent for high R, and reflected in a significant sharpening of diffraction profiles with increasing 0.
(iii) Most of the ideas presented here apply to heteroepitaxial systems if growth is initially layer by layer (and if intermixing does not occur). In fact one has an advantage over homoepitaxy if a real-space superlattice structure is formed producing additional diffraction beams. The profile of these extra beams is insensitive to island separations, reflecting only the island size distribution, 8 a feature exploited to show, e.g., the constancy of Nx in Pb/Cu(IOO) epitaxy, 54 and to examine coarsening in Ag/Si(l 11) epitaxy. 55 (iv) Kinetic roughening during multilayer epitaxial growth has received much recent theoretical attention, and has typically been investigated via coarse-grained continuum stochastic evolution equations. 56 Only recently have metalon-metal homoepitaxy experiment'> been performed to test these theories. 57 · 58 At best, the continuum theories cannot capture all the details of multilayer nucleation and growth, e.g., splitting of diffraction profiles. Thus we are extending our submonolayer simulations of nucleation and growth of square islands 4 with i = 1 to describe multilayer epitaxy, e.g., of Fe/Fe(l 00) for T <520 K. A key additional parameter here is the Schwoebel barrier5 9 for interlayer (downward) diffu-
